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Abstract: The Cosmic Ray Energetics And Mass (CREAM) experiment has now flown over Antarctica
for a total of 70 days, combining a record-breaking continuous 42 days in the air with a second Long
Duration Balloon flight. The array of detection techniques utilized by CREAM includes a Timing Charge
Detector, a Transition Radiation Detector, a Silicon Charge Detector, and a tracking Calorimeter to obtain
the first direct charge and energy measurements of cosmic rays up to the knee using complementary
techniques in the same instrument. We are able to detect charges from protons through iron in the energy
range ����� ����� ��� ��� eV. These are of particular relevance when determining source(s) of cosmic rays
and their propagation conditions. In this paper, we focus on the charge identification capabilities of the
CREAM experiment.

Introduction

The Cosmic Ray Energetics And Mass (CREAM)
experiment has measured the charge and energy
of cosmic rays from protons through iron in an
energy range ����� �� � �!� ��� eV over the course
of two long duration balloon flights, totaling 70
days. With this data we can determine the ele-
mental composition and primary-to-secondary ra-
tios (e.g. boron:carbon) at energies approaching
the knee. These will enable a better understanding
of the origin, acceleration mechanism, and propa-
gation conditions of galactic cosmic rays. For fur-

ther motivation, see [4]. To collect this data, we use
complementary charge and energy detectors on the
same instrument; cross-calibration thereof allows
us to minimize systematics.

CREAM Instrumentation

CREAM uses a Timing Charge Detector (TCD)
and a Silicon Charge Detector (SCD) to measure
the charge of an incident particle. The TCD con-
sists of two layers of scintillator paddles oriented
at right angles to each other and sits at the top of
the instrument; the pixelated silicon detector lies
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"$#
cm below. Photomultiplier tubes connected to

fast electronics measure the scintillation light from
incident particles in the TCD. An array of silicon
PIN diodes allows the SCD to measure the incident
particle charge. Located between the two charge
detectors, a Transition Radiation Detector (TRD)
provides incident particle tracking and measures
energy. A Calorimeter situated at the bottom of
the detector gives a completmentary energy mea-
surement. Further details on the detectors may be
found elsewhere ([1], [2], [3]).

Charge Analysis: The TCD and SCD

We have analyzed the TCD and SCD data indepen-
dently to extract charge. The TCD was corrected
for varying gains, electronics non-linearities, and
light attenuation in the paddle. We removed the
pedestal and noisy channels from the SCD data and
then selected the pixels with signal within � cm of
the incident particle’s TRD track. TRD hit loca-
tions are distributed uniformly across the SCD and
TCD to �%���'& and �(� # & , respectively. Re-
quiring that a good TRD track lie within the ac-
tive detector geometry selects �*)$)$& of the data
for the TCD; doing the same for the SCD selects
�,+ " & of the data as the SCD has an active area of
).-0/1).-32!4 � while the TCD’s is �5+.�6/7�5+.�32�4 � .
The TRD efficiently tracks particles with charge8:9<;

, thus we focus on the first flight’s “high-
Z” charges with good tracks lying within both the
TCD and SCD active areas.

Charge Comparison

Given a reasonable high-Z charge in each of the de-
tectors, we can then compare them. Fig 1 plots the
SCD-determined charge versus the TCD charge.
Along the diagonal where the SCD and TCD
charges match, the boron-carbon-nitrogen-oxygen
group clearly stands out; the neon-magnesium-
silicon group is also present. For the majority of
incident particles, our complementary detectors in-
dependently measure the same charge.
Nearly all the points off the diagonal lie above
it, implying that the SCD measures a charge no
greater than the TCD charge, as might be expected
for particle interactions within the instrument. As
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Figure 1: SCD versus TCD charge for events pass-
ing through the full TCD-TRD-SCD stack. Identi-
cally identified charges lie along the diagonal, with
B, C, N, and O most prominent. All remaining
events lie in the reasonable region of lower SCD
than TCD charge. Events along the TCD-identified
C and O lines correspond to charge-changing inter-
actions within the instrument.

seen in the line of points with SCD charge near two
however, we do have events where the SCD does
not assign a charge similar to the TCD’s, though
the incident particle path lies within both detec-
tors’ active geometries. We will refer to this class
of events as poorly resolved. This might arise if the
SCD interaction lay outside the � cm radius of the
TRD track. Albedo seen by the SCD from back-
splash particles off the calorimeter directly below
it limits this backgroundless radius.
The remaining non-matching charges have higher
TCD

8
than SCD. As a particle passes through

the instrument, there is a small possiblity, of order
�!�'& , that it will undergo nuclear fragmentation.
We see this most notably in the lower-charge SCD
events appearing to the left of the most populous
TCD-identified carbon and oxygen events in Fig 1.
Fig 2 shows the SCD values associated with TCD-
measured carbon and boron events. As observed in
the previous plot, the majority of the two indepen-
dently measured populations correspond well.
Lying approximately under the TCD peak corre-
sponding to boron, with SCD charge between =
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Figure 2: SCD charge generally matches that of
TCD-identified C and B events passing through the
TCD and SCD active areas. TCD-identified C with
(SCD)

8 �>=@?A) are most likely incident C which
fragmented within the detector before reaching the
SCD.

and
#
, are TCD-identified carbon events which

most likely fragmented into boron. The peak with
SCD

8CB�;
is again from poorly resolved events.

As nuclear fragmentation may include energy loss
greater than that associated with through-going,
multiple small-angle scattering and the SCD re-
sponse depends slightly on energy, we might ex-
pect such particles to appear to have slightly lower
charge than their counterparts. We indeed see this
as the carbon-into-boron events have �D�E? ; e less
measured charge than those identified by both the
TCD and SCD as

8GF #
boron.

We do a similar analysis for
8HF "

oxygen events
seen in Fig 3. Again, we have the majority of
events identified as oxygen in the TCD identi-
cally identified in the SCD. We also observe peaks
in the TCD oxygen spectrum identified as lower
charges in the SCD, noteably as nitrogen and car-
bon. The similar shift in nitrogen and carbon frag-
ment peaks to slightly lower than their expected
SCD charge strongly suggests that this does indeed
follow from an increased energy loss during frag-
mentation. Likewise, the SCD

8IBI;
events are

not yet well understood. We might also expect the
observed excess of oxygen-to-carbon events over
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Figure 3: TCD-identified O, N, and C with good
tracks in the TCD and SCD active areas correspond
to their SCD-determined charge. TCD O fragment-
ing to N and C events are also visible. The latter
are more prevalent due to resonance at alpha emis-
sion.

oxygen-to-nitrogen ones as alpha emission is ener-
getically favored over single proton loss.

Interaction Fraction

We can quantify these charge-changing events as
an interaction fraction within our instrument by re-
lating the number of events with a certain TCD
charge at the top of the instrument to those with
a different charge at the SCD, near the bottom.
For our numerator we define JLKNM as the number of
charges identified as

8 K in the TCD and
8 M in the

SCD, with
8 M1O 8 K . For a single-fragmentation

process with no error, we would then compare this
to the total “beam” of particles JLK identified by the
TCD satisfying

JPKNM FGQ KNM5JPKSR QST	U	V�WHFXJPKNM
J K (1)

for a given component. In a multi-component sys-
tem, such as oxygen fragmenting to nitrogen and
carbon, we combine this beam fraction definition
with conservation of number of events to deter-
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mine the appropriate “pure” fraction:

QZY![]\�U_^GQ K`M F
� �%a

WPbc K � M
Q K W

�edDfhgigf gkj
(2)

where the index l runs over all components other
than the primary ( m ) and the secondary ( n ) charges
of interest. We use this in the carbon-to-boron frac-
tion as well as in the oxygen fragmentation case
as the poorly resolved SCD events contribute in a
fashion similiar to a second component.
The table below shows the results of these two
fragmentation fractions for carbon and oxygen.
As expected from theory, all interaction fractions
are of order ���'& . The oxygen-to-carbon fraction
slightly outweighs the oxygen-to-nitrogen one due
to energetically favored alpha emission, as noted
for Fig 3. Had we not corrected the poorly resolved
SCD events ( �o���'& of the total events) as another
fragmentation product in Eq 2, the two fractions
would have differed by about ���p& . The �C�]& ex-
cess in

QqY�[r\sU
over

Q3T�U�V�W
arises from simple charge

misidentification between the TCD and the SCD.

Interaction fraction ( & ) (PRELIMINARY)QZY![]\�U QST	U	V�W
C t B 8.6 8.1
O t N 5.6 4.9
O t C 7.3 6.4
N t C 9.7 8.9

We can verify this random charge misidentifica-
tion by examining the number of charges identified
as higher in the SCD than as lower in the TCD:
Jvu 8 M 9<8 K	wyx<Jvu 8 M7O 8 K�w . We use the for-
mer, (unphysical) charge-gaining mode (doubled)
to estimate the misidentified population at approx-
imately

" & of the total data and � � +p& of a given
TCD element’s data. This is an order of magni-
tude lower even than the fragmented population
and is in line with the population expected from the
interaction fraction difference. Since the charge-
gaining estimate is slightly higher than that from
the interaction fraction difference, we may be able
to improve our analysis by tightening the cuts on
the individual charge peaks used to calculate the
interaction fraction in the future.

Future Study

Clearly, a better understanding of events identi-
fied in the SCD with

8zB(;
within the detec-

tors’ active volume will aid our understanding of
the instrument and thus of the interaction probabil-
ity therein. One approach will be to vary the radius
within which the SCD signal is kept while mini-
mizing albedo inclusion (see previous section). We
will also improve our interaction fraction with bet-
ter SCD charge resolution. Performing this analy-
sis on more data will help minimize the error and
should allow us to examine heavier, less prevalant
elements such as iron. We also anticipate extend-
ing the analysis to low-Z particles (hydrogen and
helium) and examining the interaction fraction as a
function of energy as those analyses become more
mature.

Conclusions

The CREAM subsystems provide various means
for charge and energy identification of cosmic rays.
By comparing the TCD’s charge identification to
that of the SCD beneath it, we demonstrate that
both detectors independently identify the major-
ity of the high-Z events ( {}|.�p& ) as the same
charge. Having confirmed the detectors’ status, we
can then experimentally determine the probability
of interaction within our experiment. This is in-
valuable for correctly calculating the observed cos-
mic ray flux.
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